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Abstract 
Modern design methodology for nuclear eactor core designs performs routinely three-dimensional core modeling. 
The modeling is done with a class of highly accurate nodal method of solving the neutron diffusion equation, which is 
orders of magnitude faster than the finite difference method. However, these modern odal methods are powerful only for 
Cartesian geometry problem applications. For hexagonal geometry problems, there is a fundamental difficulty associated 
with singularities caused by the geometry. Using the invariance property of the diffusion operator under conformal 
transformations, the singularities can be removed via conformally mapping a hexagonal node to a rectangular node, 
making it very easy to extend a nodal code from Cartesian geometry applications to hexagonal geometry applications. 
Thus applications to the two different geometries can be unified in a single nodal code. The method has been 
implemented in the Westinghouse neutron diffusion code, ANC-H. and demonstrated to work very well. 
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1. Introduction 
Modern design methodology for nuclear eactor core designs performs routinely three-dimen- 
sional core modeling. The modeling is done with a class of highly accurate coarse-mesh diffusion 
equation solver that is orders of magnitude faster than fine-mesh finite difference quation solver. 
These coarse-mesh codes divide the three-dimensional core into large nodes, the composition 
of each of which is homogenized. The solution of these so called "nodal codes" provides the 
global smooth node interior distribution of the neutron flux. The actual detailed neutron flux 
distribution is then obtained by superposing on top of the global smooth nodal solution in each 
individual node with detailed fine-mesh factors, which represent the local flux fluctuation and are 
obtained from solving the isolated single node fine-mesh eterogeneous problem. These local 
fine-mesh factors depend mostly on the properties of the heterogeneous composition inside a 
node and are somewhat insensitive to the boundary condition of the node. Therefore the fine-mesh 
factors can be pre-calculated. Thus the three-dimensional computation time in this approach 
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is determined by the speed of performing the calculation for the three-dimensional global smooth 
nodal solution. 
The three-dimensional neutron diffusion equation, in a greatly simplified form, can be 
written as 
1 
-- DF2~b --]- ,Sa( ~ = ~ ,Sf(D, (1) 
where the first term is the diffusion leakage, D is the diffusion coefficient, Za is the absorption 
cross-section, Zf is the fission cross-section, and 2 is the eigenvalue. The neutron flux distribution in 
the core is the fundamental mode eigenvector solution to Eq. (1), and the corresponding eigenvalue 
determines if the core is self-sustaining or not. In the above-described nodal approach, the 
absorption and fission cross-sections can be assumed constant over each of the large nodes that the 
core is divided into. For such a core configuration, the neutron flux solution can be determined in
much more efficient ways than the fine-mesh finite difference method. Theoretically, through the 
Green's theorem, the flux solution inside a homogeneous node can be uniquely determined in terms 
of the flux or current (derivative of flux) values on the surfaces of the node. It is therefore possible to 
reduce the problem of calculating the three-dimensional flux solution to the problem of determin- 
ing the two-dimensional node interface flux (or current) solution, consequently greatly speeding up 
the computation. This idea is basically similar to that of the boundary element method. In practice, 
however, this idea is implemented via a transverse integration process to reduce the three- 
dimensional diffusion equation to three one-dimensional diffusion equations, which are coupled 
through the neutron current on the interfaces of the nodes. This set of one-dimensional equations 
are particularly convenient for efficient numerical solution. 
The above method was originally introduced for the case of square nodes, which corresponds to
the configuration of the western designed water reactor cores containing square fuel assemblies. 
Consider a rectangular node of base a and height b as shown in Fig. 1 over which Eq. (1) with 
constant cross-sections i valid. For the convenience of discussion, we will consider a two- 
dimensional diffusion equation only. If the transverse integration is performed along the y- 
direction to collapse it to a one-dimensional equation, the resulting one-dimensional equation 
looks like, 
d2~(x) 1 
O dx~--- F  + Z~(x)  = ~ Zf~(x)  - [JT(X) -- JB(x)], (2) 
Jr (x) 
b 5, J8 (x) JR 
Fig. 1. Three adjacent nodes in the x-direction. 
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where ~(x) is the transversely averaged flux defined as 
q~(x) = ~ ~b(x, y)dy, (3) 
Jr(x) and JB(X) are the currents on the top and bottom surfaces, which come in through the flux 
derivative terms resulting from the transverse integration of the diffusion term. For the time being 
assuming that the current profiles, Jr(x) and JB(x), are known, Eq. (2) can be explicitly solved for 
~(x) provided the boundary conditions at x = a/2 and x = - a/2 are given. Assume the boundary 
conditions for Eq. (2) being that the derivatives of 4S(x) at the two boundaries are known. Since 
these two boundary derivatives of ~(x) are just the average currents over the two surfaces at 
x = a/2 and x = - a/2, O(x) can now be expressed as a function of the average currents on the left 
and right surfaces of the node, JL and JR. The same process can be repeated for the adjacent nodes 
on the left and right as shown in Fig. 1. Requiring both the average current and the average flux be 
continuous on the interface of two adjacent nodes, a tri-diagonal matrix equation for the surface 
averaged currents along the x-direction results which can be easily solved. Similarly, if the 
transverse integration is performed along the x-direction, the surface averaged currents along the 
y-direction can be solved for. However, in the above discussion the current profiles on the surfaces 
in the transverse direction, like Jr(x) and JB(X), are assumed to be known. The loop is closed by 
assuming smoothness on the profile and approximating it with a parabola using the average 
currents on the three adjacent surfaces. 
The above-outlined method has been extremely successful in applications to analyzing western 
designed water reactor cores. It has become the standard tool for commercial reactor core design in 
the west. For the Russian designed water reactor cores, the fuel assemblies are hexagonal shape and 
have to be represented by hexagonal nodes. In extending the above method to such hexagonal 
cores, very serious problems arise. As to be described in Section 2, for a hexagonal node the above 
transverse integration process would lead to very complicated singular terms in the reduced 
one-dimensional equations, which are very difficult to solve accurately. This problem can be 
overcome by conformally mapping a hexagon to a rectangle and then applying the transverse 
integration process to the mapped Cartesian coordinates. This is possible because the diffusion 
operator is invariant under conformal mapping and the (uniquely existing) mapping does not alter 
the form of the diffusion equation. With this method, the very fast nodal codes written for Cartesian 
geometry can be readily adapted to apply to the hexagonal geometry. Very vast and accurate 
three-dimensional analysis can then be routinely performed for Russian designed water reactor 
cores. 
2. The fundamental problem 
If the transverse integration is applied in the conventional manner, integrating along the y-axis 
as shown in Fig. 2 from the bottom boundary of the hexagon to its top boundary, the transversely 
averaged one-dimensional flux is defined as 
1 fy,(x) 
- ~b (x, y) dy, (4) 
q~(x) 2ys(x) J -r, tx) 
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Fig. 2. Conventional transverse integration in y. 
where 
( y,(x) = R 1 w~ ~ 
describes the trajectory of the upper boundary of the hexagon. When ~(x) of Eq. (4) is differentiated 
twice in x to get the diffusion term, singularities of step function and delta-function types appear 
because of the cusping in ys(x) at the vertices of the top and bottom boundaries, 
d E 
d ](x) = - D q~(x) + Delta Function + Step Function. (6) d-~ ~x 2 
Therefore the one-dimensional diffusion equation contains these unphysical singular terms, and 
becomes very difficult to solve. 
The singularity in Eq. (6) is a direct consequence of the definition of ~(x) in Eq. (4). There is no 
reason that the transverse integration has to be defined this way. If we could map the hexagon to 
a rectangle while leaving the neutron diffusion equation invariant and then perform the transverse 
integration on the rectangle, the singularity would not appear. This is possible and the mapping 
exists uniquely, namely the conformal mapping. Conformal mapping preserves the angle between 
intersecting curves, and therefore maps a set of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates toanother set of 
such coordinates. It has been used in electrostatics and fluid mechanics to map equi-potential and 
field curves from one geometry to another. The electrostatic and fluid mechanics equations are 
Laplacian-type differential equation. The Laplacian differential operator is invariant under con- 
formal mapping and this is why conformal mapping is useful in these two fields. Interestingly, the 
neutron diffusion equation is also a Laplacian differential equation, and there is the analogy of 
neutron current being the vector gradient of neutron flux versus electric field being the vector 
gradient of electric potential. The orthogonality between eutron flux and current is always 
preserved through conformal mappings. 
3. Conformally mapped nodal diffusion equation 
This section summarizes the basic techniques of the proposed conformal mapping method, 
details of which are given in I-2-1. The conformal mapping shown in Fig. 3 maps the hexagon to 
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Fig. 3. Conformal mapping of a hexagon to a rectangle. 
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a rectangle. If one regards x and y (or u and v) as the real and imaginary parts of the complex 
variable z (or w), such as z = x + iy (or w = u + iv), the conformal mapping relation z(w) is an 
analytic function in the domain of the mapping. The Cartesian grids of constant u and v inside the 
rectangle are the images of the orthogonal curvilinear grids inside the hexagon, which intersect the 
boundary of the hexagon perpendicularly as well. The Laplacian diffusion operator in Eq. (1) is 
invariant under the conformal mapping in the following sense of only a scale change without 
generating crossed terms, 
(02/OX 2 + 02/Oy 2) = (1/g2(U, V)) (6~2/0U 2 "[- ¢~2/002), (7) 
where 
9(u, v) = Idz/dwt (8) 
is the nonnegative mapping linear scale function and its square is the mapping area scale function. 
It is important o note that the local scale change in a conformal mapping is independent of
directions. In other words, the mapping scales a local area isotropically in all directions. 
It is evident hat the transformed neutron diffusion equation takes the following form: 
1 [ -  D(OZ/Ou z + OZ/Ov 2) + Z~ag2(U, /))]~D(U, V) : ~ z~fg2(U, /3)(~(U, V). (9) 
Compared to Eq. (1), we see that the homogeneous hexagonal node is transformed to an 
inhomogeneous rectangular node. The inhomogeneity factor multiplying the fission and absorp- 
tion cross-sections is the geometry-dependent-only mapping area scale function 9 2 . 
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After transversely integrating Eq. (9) along the v-axis, the following one-dimensional diffusion 
equation results: 
- D(d2~/du 2) + --Y'ag-~(U)~(U) = Sfg~(U)q~(U) -- ~ (JT -- JB)9(U, 0), (lo) 
where 4S(u) and g2(u) are the traversely averaged values of 4)(u, v) and g2(u, v), and Jr and JB are the 
physical currents on the top and bottom surfaces of the hexagon. The linear scale factor g(u, O) 
comes in because the current involves a spatial derivative. The derivatives in the z-plane and the 
w-plane differ by the scale factor. 
Eq. (10) is the fundamental starting point for deriving explicit nodal equations. It is formally 
identical to the one-dimensional collapsed iffusion equation in the conventional nodal methods 
for Cartesian geometry, except for the presence of the two mapping scale functions, ~(u) and 
g(u, 0). It should be emphasized that Eq. (10) does not contain any unphysical singular terms 
because of the change of definition of q~(u) from that of 4S(x) of Eq. (4). The new transverse 
integration path corresponds to, on the hexagon of Fig. 2, a family of curves perpendicular to the 
hexagon boundaries as shown in Fig. 3. 
The conformal mapping between the rectangle and the hexagon can be obtained through the use 
of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, which conformally maps a half-plane to the interior of 
a polygon. Using this transformation, one can map a half-plane to a rectangle or to a hexagon. 
Combining the two mappings, the mapping relation between a rectangle and a hexagon can be 
obtained. This mapping is unique and the shape of the rectangle is fixed with a specific base to 
height ratio. From Eq. (8) we see that in order to calculate the mapping scale function we need only 
the derivative of the mapping, which is easier to calculate. The two mapping scale functions tjZ(u) 
and 9(u, 0), have been numerically evaluated and approximated by explicit polynomial rational 
functions [2]. 
Eq. (10) is solved with the weighted residual method, using exponential and polyno___mial 
expansion functions. The weighing function is g2(U). For the special case of replacing g2(u) 
with unity (i.e., the Cartesian geometry case), the weighted residual solution reduces to the same 
solution that is obtained by the conventional nodal method [1]. 
4. Numerical results 
The advanced nodal code ANC that Westinghouse has been using for three-dimensional core 
design calculations has been revised to incorporate the conformal mapping method to extend its 
capability to hexagonal core geometry. This new version, ANC-H [-1], has been extensively 
qualified against fine-mesh reference solutions for benchmark problems, with excellent agreement. 
In Fig. 4 is an example of such a comparison, where a one-twelfth section of a Russian designed 
VVER-440 type reactor core is shown. The two-dimensional (relative) power distribution in the 
core is displayed. The assemblies with zero power are the ones with neutron absorbing control rods 
fully inserted. The ANC-H prediction is compared to the fine-mesh solution of the finite difference 
code MNATA. The reference solution is extrapolated from the MNATA fine-mesh solutions with 
decreasing mesh sizes [3]. The ANC-H (1 mesh per assembly) nodal solution and the MNATA 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the two-dimensional power distribution predictions for a VVER-440 core benchmark problem. 
(96 meshes per assembly) finite difference solution are both compared to the reference solution. It is 
seen that the nodal solution is far more accurate than the finite difference solution. This kind of 
accuracy for the nodal solution is very consistent with our experiences of nodal code applications 
to cores of Cartesian geometry. These excellent results of benchmarking demonstrate that the 
conformed mapping technique works very well. 
5. Conclusions 
Modern nodal methods of solving neutron diffusion equations are very powerful for Cartesian 
geometry problems. However for hexagonal geometry problems, there is a fundamental difficulty 
associated with singularities caused by the geometry. Using the invariance property of the diffusion 
operator under conformal transformations, the singularities can be removed via conformally 
mapping a hexagonal node to a rectangular node, making it very easy to extend a nodal code from 
Cartesian geometry applications to hexagonal geometry applications. Thus applications to the two 
different geometries can be unified in a single nodal code. The method has been implemented in the 
Westinghouse neutron diffusion code, ANC-H, and demonstrated to be very successful. 
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